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Abstract
Hiding of sensitive itemsets from extensive information source as an important
problem in information exploration. Various methods have been defined
which are quite effective but produces only a small variety of frequent items.
And also those algorithms cannot control the space complexity. In order to
solve and improve the efficiency these of kind of difficulties, the paper
proposed an algorithm which integrates improved pruning step and binary
search method for hiding sensitive data with minimum number of database
scanning.
Keyword: Association Rule, Apriori Algorithm, Minimum Association Rule
Mining Support, Minimum Candidate Threshold.

I. INTRODUCTION
Data mining helps to extract interesting patterns from large database. It is an
important tool to transform this data into information. Main focus of data mining is to
reduce unnecessary database scanning time finding frequent itemset. Mining
association rule is one of the main contents of data mining research itemsets and
finding the relation of different items in the database. How to generate frequent item
sets is a core part in data mining.
Association rule mining selects a database and one of an important issue needs to be
considered in finding frequent itemset is to reduce the number of candidate itemsets.
In classical Apriori algorithm each time candidate is generated, the algorithm needs to
test their occurrence frequency in the database based on their support count.
Mines the database to find rules which satisfys the two threshold support and
confidence. The rules are mined using classical Apriori and improved Apriori
algorithm and amount of execution time to generate an association rule.
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II. RELATED WORK
Novel Pruning Approach for ARM:
Filtration step is introduced in this algorithm which is an alternative step for pruning
in apriori perquisite for modified Apriori algorithm is same like classical with the
following lemma[1].
Lemma:
If any itemset Z is infrequent then of it superset can be frequent
Proof:
Let Y be an itemset containing all items of Z and number of items in set Y
which is greater than Z. (ie) Z < Y. it can be stated as
Support(Z) < minsup  1
It is clear that support(Y) is not greater than any subset became cardinality(Y)
is more than Z. (i.e) |Z|<|Y|. It can be written as,
Support(Y) <= Support(Z)  2
Using (1) and (2) of association can be treated as support(Y) < minsup.
Otherwise if support of Z is infrequent then Y cannot be frequent.
Procedure:
1. Joining
Generates candidate set is
2. Filtration
Removes weak candidate set
3. Verification
Generates frequent and infrequent itemset

Frequent Itemset Generation Using Binary Search:
Author suggested binary search method, to generate frequent itemsets. Mid value is
calculated by low(minimum itemset number) and high(maximum itemset number)
value. Based on the mid value, candidate sets are generated.[16]
Approach:
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Input dataset and threshold value
Calculate length of large itemset in the corresponding dataset
Apply binary search to find frequent itemsets

low = length of small itemset
high = length of large itemset
mid =

(low + high) /2

while(low<=high)
if mid>threshold + length
low = mid + 1
high = mid - 1
Based on the mid value, candidate sets are generated.

Mining And Hiding Of Sensitive Association Rule Using Improved Aprori
Algorithm:
Improved apriori algorithm to reduce query frequencies and storage resources,
without generating new candidate set, frequent itemset are mined using an improved
apriori. This algorithm introduces a new method to avoid redundant generation of sub
itemset during pruning.[2]
Method:






 Compare minimum support count by minsup * 101
 Produce L1, candidate set and simultaneously constust TID set for each item
during scanning
Produce L1, candidate set from joining L1 * L1
Delete the patterns whose frequencies are not satisfy minimum support based on
threshold limit
In order to produce LK join items which satisfy the rule
Compare with minimum confidence for selecting the hidden rule.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

This approach integrates the concept Filtration[1 ] which is alternative to the
pruning step in Apriori, Binary Search[16] for reducing the dataset scanning to find
frequent itemsets. Hiding which generates sensitive itemset based on minimum
confidence.
Lemma:
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If count of any itemset Z is less than threshold value then none of it subset can
generate candidate set.
Proof:
Low <= high
Let Z be an itemset containing all low length of shortest item and high be the
length of longest item for set Z. Can be stated that if candidate set
Low <= high
Mid = (low + high) / 2
It is obvious that count of low cannot be greater than high of any of its subset
in a database.
It consists of 5 steps named as
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Joining – Generate candidate set
Pruning – Identify infrequent itemsets
Binary Search – Identify the count for generating candidate set
Verification – Extract frequent itemsets based on minimum support
Hiding – Extract sensitive rules based on minimum confidence

Algorithm:
Modified Apriori(D, minsup, minconf, F1)
Step 1: Binary Search
Low = min(SOT)  SOT = Size of Transaction in length of shortest item in D
High = max(SOT)  length of longest item in D
Mid = (low + high) / 2
While(low <= high)
K = mid
Step 2: Joining
Ck is the collection of K-frequent itemsets
While(Fk-1

0)

Do Ck = ;
For(each pair of itemset)
{X1, X2, ………………, Xk-2, Xk-1}
Yk-1}
Do if(Xk-1 < Yk-1)

Fk-1 and { X1, X2, ………………, Xk-2,
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Then Z = { X1, X2, ………………, Xk-2, Xk1,

Yk-1};

// Z is the new itemset of size K.
Step 3: Filtration
Pk is the potential itemset with size K
IFk is the collection of K-infrequent itemset
Pk = Ck;
IFk = ;
For(each infrequent itemset Z
IFi)
Do if(Z

{Y | Y Pk})

Then Pk = Pk – Y;
IFk = IFk

Y;

Step 4: Verification
// Fk is the K-frequent itemset collection
Fk =
For(each potential itemset Z
Do if(support(Z)

Pk)

minsup)

Then Fk = Fk Z;
Else IFk = IFk

Z;

Step 5: Hiding Sensitive Rule
// Sk is the collection of K-sensitive itemset
Sk = ;
For(each frequent itemset Z
Do if(confidence(Z)
Then Sk = Sk Z;
Else NSk = NSk
K = K + 1;
Print

Si;

Z;

Fk)

minconf)
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EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
Improvement in proposed algorithm is only way of reducing query frequencies. In this
algorithm, frequency of K-itemsets are generated from K-1 items there is no need to
scan entire transaction again. Here, infrequent itemsets are eliminated during each
candidate set generation. So it goes down the number of database scanning, average
time taken(in seconds) by both algorithm as shown below in respect to minimum
support value.
Number of transactions = 10,000
Number of items
=
100
Average size of transaction is 10
(i.e) |D| = 100K
|T| = 10
Minimum support ranges from 10% to 50% with a step increment of 10%. Results of
the experiment are plotted in below figure.
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Figure 1: Performance Analysis
All experimental results shows that the proposed algorithm improves better than
existing approach.
Performance Analysis of the Proposed Methodology:
1. Main aim of the proposed methodology is to identify sensitive itemset with
minimum number of database scanning.
2. Sensitive itemset consists of one or more item.
3. The efficiency of the algorithm is to hide sensitive itemsets which can be
measured by minimum confidence through filtration process.
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4.
5.
6.

7.

When sensitive itemset has more than one item most promising items are
considered based on decision making stratergy.
Filtration concept helps to identify and separate frequent and infrequent
itemsets in order to reduce number of database scanning.
In the process of minimizing the database scanning towards Sensitive Data
Hiding, Binary Search approach is implemented for satisfying that kind of
needs.
Binary Search approach helps the administrator to generate relevant candidate
set generation as well as avoiding unnecessary itemset generation.

IV. CONCLUSION
In IT technological innovation, gathered information quantity also raised. Data
exploration discovers and evaluates the information source to draw out the interesting
itemset. This paper has focused a sensitive itemset generation with less number of
scanning based on apriori methods and also finds various restrictions of related
existing methods. In future, this approach may be implemented in real time
application.
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